FARNUM’S TASK AT HELSINKI-STIFF INDIAN TOUR MAY BE ‘OFF’

By H. S. COPPI

The Indian team in the Helsinki Palace pre-party and the opening event were in fact being dissolved due to the Indian captain’s inability to make a decision on whether to continue with the tour or not. It was reported that the team was kept informed of the situation and were asked to make up their minds whether to stay or go. However, the Indian team was not in a position to make a decision as they were on the verge of being dissolved.

Cycling at Helsinki

The cycling on the bicycle was said to be good, but the Indian team was not in a position to make a decision as they were on the verge of being dissolved.

THE TOOTH PASTE

REFRESHINGLY DIFFERENT

PRODUCT OF BARBADOS, LONDON AND FRANCE

JUST OPENED

BIRKMYRE CANVAS

21” WIDE—FOR BUS TOPS AND SIDES

INNER HOOD LINING

36” WIDE TAWN AND GREY

LIONIDE LEATHERETTE

56” WIDE ATTRACTIVE SHOES

BLACK MIRACLE ADHESIVE

* * *

ECKSTEIN BROTHERS

BAY STREET — DIAL 4269

IT’S NEW!!

IT’S DIFFERENT!!

ANCHOR BRAND ENGLISH HOME BREWED BEER

FULL-BODIED

APPEASING

HEADY

* * *

EKSTEIN BROTHERS

BAY STREET — DIAL 4269

KHAKI

THE FINEST for WORK CLOTHES

K.D. 4

8 oz.

KHAKI

BEST QUALITY AND VERY DURABLE

New shipment arrived and now on sale at all stores.

For inquiries call: 

S. P. MUSGRAVE & CO., LTD.